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A temporal model of text periodicities using Gaussian Processes 

AIMS: given hashtag time series, use GPs to: find periodicities, group time series,
forecast future values, text classification using periodicity info

- given a model, compute probability of the data integrating 
over the parameter space i.e. Bayesian ‘evidence’
- conditioned on kernel parameters, the evidence can be 
computed analytically

- balances data fit and model complexity (Occam‘s Razor)
- complex models which can account for many datasets 
achieve low evidence
- use Negative log Marginal Likelihood (ML-II) for model se- use Negative log Marginal Likelihood (ML-II) for model se-
lection, giving an implicit classification of time series

model dataset kernel parameters

Model Selection
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- train on 1 month, predict 1 month in the future
- performance compared to mean prediction (=GP-Const)
- GP+ performs model selection
- Lag+ AR model that uses the GP determined period

Forecasting
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Gaussian Processes (GP)

    METHOD

- Bayesian non-parametric framework
- regarded as state-of-the-art for regression
- assumes a latent function drawn from a GP prior:

m - mean, k - kernel

- the predictive posterior can be computed analytically

- GPs explicitly incorporate uncertainty- GPs explicitly incorporate uncertainty

     KERNELS 

- extrapolation setting: much harder than interpolation
- GP is fully defined by its kernel (assuming 0 mean)
- kernel induces similarities in the response between pairs of 
data points
- intuitively:
         smooth function -> closer points, high covariance 
     periodic function -> points at period length, high covariance
- for extrapolation, kernel choice is paramount

Gram matrix kernel evals between test and all    training points

Data

1176 hashtags time series
from 1.1.2011-28.2.2011 
~6.5 mil deduplicated tweets
~9.55 voc.tokens/tweet
a proxy for topics on Twitter

Task: Predict hashtag based on tweet text
Use GP forecast as prior for Naive Bayes

Text Classification


